
Ethics & Compliance Management

Ethics and Compliance Training is usually offered via 
e-Learning or in the class room which can be expensive, 
time consuming and resource intensive. KPMG offers the 
DilemmApp, an alternative and adaptable training tool 
developed for mobile applications that focuses on real-life 
case discussions to practice ethical thinking.

KPMG DilemmApp 

What is an ethical dilemma?
Sometimes good people become bad employees because 
they made the wrong choice in a “difficult situation.” These 
difficult situations occur when competing interests are at 
stake such as personal interests vs. organizational interests 
or personal interests vs. society’s interests. We call these 
difficult situations: dilemmas. 

Most people think they don’t have any dilemmas in their 
work and when confronted with a dilemma they think it will 
be easy for them to solve. They are wrong... The first 
problem is that people don’t always recognize a situation as 
a dilemma. The second problem is that they try to find a 
quick solution to their moral problem and ultimately make 
the wrong choice.

Ethical dilemma training helps to raise awareness
Dilemma training raises employees’ awareness on compliance 
topics and how to apply the rules correctly. This can be done 
with in-class trainings but another innovative approach is to 
directly ask your employees their opinion on possible dilemma 
situations via the KPMG DilemmApp.

How does it work?
The KPMG DilemmApp can be tailored to reflect your 
branding and the compliance and ethical dilemmas relevant 
to your business. The app gives users the option to choose 
from four possible solutions to a real-life dilemma. The user 
receives a score and the opportunity to compare and 
discuss their answers across the organization, with 
colleagues and society overall.

3. Discuss2. Vote1. Read
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Dilemma cases are available on:
•  Ethics
•  Compliance
• Anti-bribery & corruption compliance (ABC)
• Anti-money laundering (AML)
• Conflict of interests
• Anti-trust & fair competition
• Data protection & data privacy
• Health, safety and environment (HSE)
•  Sustainability & Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
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Benefits for your employees:
• Cases where you can vote on possible actions
• Shows how other players have voted on the dilemma
•   Offers the chance to engage in a discussion with other 

players about the specific dilemma
•  Gives a separate scoring screen where your scores are 

presented on three levels: Personal, Organizational and 
Society

•  The opportunity to share own dilemmas

Benefits for the company’s leadership:
• Branding, content and scoring methodology can  

be tailored to your organization’s needs 
• You can manage the content of the app via a  

web application
• Several options are available such as adding an  

assessment, individual feedback or scoring methodology
•  The app can be translated into different languages or  

focused on different topics
• With the collected content the compliance officer can 

evaluate possible risk areas due to given answers  
(anonymously) and decide on possible actions

•  The easy workflow:

Send out a  
notification to all  

users

Upload new  
dilemma

Moderate 
discussion

Review scores
Add conclusion  

with lessons  
learned

Why KPMG?
The KPMG DilemmApp is an interactive training tool that 
let’s you vote and discuss ethics and compliance cases that 
arise in the business world.

We have many years of experience in fraud and misconduct 
risk management and forensic investigations which we 
incorporate in our client trainings. With our expertise and 
experience we assist in enhancing your compliance and 
integrity culture. Our experts deliver state-of-the-art training 
that resonates within your organization.
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